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About GS1 
GS1® is a neutral, not-for-profit, global organization that develops and maintains the most widely used supply 
chain standards system in the world. GS1 Standards improve the efficiency, safety, and visibility of supply chains 
across multiple sectors. With local Member Organizations in over 110 countries, GS1 engages with communities 
of trading partners, industry organizations, governments, and technology providers to understand and respond to 
their business needs through the adoption and implementation of global standards. GS1 is driven by over a 
million user companies, which execute more than six billion transactions daily in 150 countries using GS1 
Standards. 

About GS1 US 
GS1 US®, a member of GS1 global, is a not-for-profit information standards organization that facilitates industry 
collaboration to help improve supply chain visibility and efficiency through the use of GS1 Standards, the most 
widely used supply chain standards system in the world. Nearly 300,000 businesses in 25 industries rely on GS1 
US for trading partner collaboration that optimizes their supply chains, drives cost performance and revenue 
growth, while also enabling regulatory compliance. They achieve these benefits through solutions based on GS1 
global unique numbering and identification systems, barcodes, Electronic Product Code (EPC®)-based RFID, data 
synchronization, and electronic information exchange. GS1 US also manages the United Nations Standard 
Products and Services Code® (UNSPSC®). 

About Foodservice GS1 US Standards Initiative 
The Foodservice GS1 US Standards Initiative serves as a strategic effort in which industry trade associations and 
individual companies may choose to join on a voluntary basis to assist with their company’s adoption and 
implementation of GS1 Standards. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting or implying an agreement 
among foodservice companies to adopt or implement GS1 Standards. Nothing herein should be construed as 
constituting or implying an agreement regarding any company’s prices, output, markets, or dealings with 
customers and suppliers. Nothing herein is inconsistent with the proposition that each participating company 
must and will exercise its independent business judgment on all standards adoption.  

About the GS1 US Retail Grocery Initiative  
The GS1 US Retail Grocery Initiative is a voluntary collaborative industry effort seeking to address current  
industry challenges to improve product information and images, data quality, supply chain visibility, and  
operational efficiencies. This structured Initiative for retail grocery aims to help enable stakeholders to focus on  
the most important industry problems, streamline resources, and drive adoption and implementation of the  
industry-defined solutions leveraging GS1 Standards. 
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Glossary 
Term Definition Also Known 

As 

Electronic Product 
Code 

An identification scheme for universally identifying physical objects 
(e.g., trade items, assets, and locations) via RFID tags and other 
means. The standardised EPC data consists of an EPC (or EPC 
Identifier) that uniquely identifies an individual object, as well as an 
optional filter value when judged to be necessary to enable effective 
and efficient reading of the EPC tags. 

EPC® 

Attribute Data An approach to giving stakeholders access to retrieve additional 
information, beyond item unique identity, about items.  For the 
purposes of this document, Attribute Data refers to data such as 
Batch/Lot, Date, and Net Weight 

Attribute 
Data 

Global Trade Item 
Number® 

The GS1 identification key used to identify trade items. The key 
comprises a GS1 Company Prefix, an item reference and check digit. 

GTIN® 

GS1 Application 
Identifier 

GS1 Application Identifiers (AIs) are prefixes used in barcodes and 
EPC/RFID-tags to define the meaning and format of data attributes. 

AI 

GS1-128 barcode 
symbology 

A subset of Code 128 which uses the function that allows the encoding 
of element strings.  GS1-128 barcodes are used for business-to-
business identification of shipment units such as cartons. 

GS1-128 

Radio Frequency 
Identification 

A technology that uses radio frequency electromagnetic fields or waves 
to automatically identify and track tags attached to objects. An RFID 
system consists of RFID tags and readers. When triggered by a radio 
frequency electromagnetic interrogation signal from a nearby RFID 
reader, the RFID tag transmits digital data, usually a unique identifier 
like an EPC, back to the reader. 

RFID 

Serialised Global 
Trade Item Number 

The Serialised Global Trade Item Number EPC scheme is used to 
assign a unique identity to an instance of a trade item, such as a 
specific instance of a product or SKU. 

SGTIN 

SGTIN-96 The SGTIN-96 is an encoding scheme that encodes the SGTIN with 96 
bits of data.  Within that encoding scheme, 38 bits are allocated for 
the Serial Number value.   

SGTIN-96 

SGTIN-198 The SGTIN-198 is an encoding scheme that encodes the SGTIN with 
198 bits of data.  Within that encoding scheme, 140 bits are allocated 
for the Serial Number value.  (The SGTIN-198 requires more RFID tag 
memory than the SGTIN-96.) 

SGTIN-198 
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Executive Summary 
Tracking cases/cartons with RFID technology offers benefits relating to traceability and operational 
efficiencies.  To that end, Foodservice and Retail Grocery industry stakeholder interest in the RFID 
technology has increased significantly.  Particular interest has been shown in capturing attribute data in 
the RFID data carrier for the purpose of recall management, freshness management, and operational 
efficiencies.  This enables certain use cases to be performed without the need for network connectivity or 
systems integration.  This document provides an interoperable means of capturing such data in the 
EPC/RFID data carrier.   

This document provides introductory information that compares various solution approaches, which is 
directed to the reader interested in business processes.  This document also provides a technical 
specification for implementing a means of capturing attribute data, which is directed to the technically 
oriented reader. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The Foodservice and Retail Grocery industries have been leveraging the GS1-128 barcode to encode 
GTIN and Attribute Data (e.g., Batch/Lot, Date, Serial Number and Net Weight) for many years.  
Industry participants have recently taken steps to aggressively investigate and pilot the use of the 
Electronic Product Code/Radio Frequency Identification (EPC/RFID) technology for carton-level tracking.  
EPC/RFID solutions provide inventory visibility without line-of-sight scanning.   

The numerous EPC/RFID solution benefits relating to inventory visibility include the enhanced ability to 
track and recall products, enhance inventory accuracy, and reduce labor to perform supply chain 
functions. Beyond encoding the GTIN and Serial Number (which provides unique identification of objects 
and is foundational to traceability), there is particular interest in encoding attributes such as Batch/Lot 
and Date into the EPC/RFID tag memory. This facilitates use cases like pulling all instances of a recalled 
lot or marking down products approaching their expiration date. 

This guideline was developed to operate within existing GS1 Standards in order to encode Attribute 
Data in an EPC scheme to address this industry need.  Note that, as of the publication of this document, 
GS1 Global is planning to start a Mission-Specific-Workgroup to address the topic of EPC Modernization.  
The scope of that workgroup will address significant changes to both the tag data structure and the 
reader-to-tag communication protocol.  The subject matter of this guideline is also expected to be 
addressed.  This guideline was produced to address the near-term industry needs relating to encoding 
Attribute Data.  The expectation is that the GS1 Global EPC Modernization work will more fully address 
these needs in the long term. 

 

 Important: As with all GS1 Standards and solutions, this guideline is voluntary, not mandatory. 
It should be noted that use of the words “must” and “require” throughout this document relate 
exclusively to technical recommendations for the proper application of the standards to support 
the integrity of your implementation. 

 

1.2 Scope 

In Scope Out of Scope 

■ Guidance for Brand Owners, Suppliers, Operators, Retailers, 
Distributors, Third-Party Logistics Providers (3PLs), Industry 
Associations/Consortiums, Academic Institutions and Solution 
Providers 

■ Construction of the SGTIN-198 serialization block to 
accommodate Attribute Data (Batch/Lot number, Date, Serial 
Number, Net Weight, and Sequence) 

■ Association of the GTIN and Attribute Data encoded in the 
EPC/RFID and GS1-128 barcode (which encodes AI (01)) 

■ Application of EPC/RFID Attribute Data in packaging hierarchy of 
cartons and pallets 

■ Point-of-sale (POS) at retail  

■ Non-US market needs 

■ Non-GS1 solutions 

1.3 Who will use this document? 
This guideline specifies the method of encoding GS1 Application Identifiers which include GTIN, Date, 
Batch/Lot, Net Weight, and Serial Number into EPC/RFID tags to fulfill requirements of Foodservice and 
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Retail Grocery industries.  This guideline is based on standardized and interoperable data for trading 
partners’ exchange. 

This document is applicable to industry stakeholders such as solution providers, producers, growers, 
suppliers, processors, manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, operators, and retailers.  Specifically, 
this applies to stakeholders in the Retail Grocery and Foodservice industries using GS1 Standards and 
the RFID technology. 

 

1.4 Business context 
This guideline provides a means to better enable the digital communication of Attribute Data via 
EPC/RFID at the point of product interaction across the supply chain.  To best reduce barriers to 
adoption and minimize implementation effort, the following design principles have been applied: 

■ Solution agnostic:  The approach is agnostic to various inventory control systems, and will, in fact, 
enable key use cases even if core legacy systems do not support relevant functions or data 
structures. 

■ Ease of solution adoption:  Traceability data is to be readily accessible when reading the EPC/RFID 
tag using the same commonly used mechanism used to collect the tag identity.  It will not require 
additional tag interrogation steps. 

■ Ease of data search: Incorporating traceability data into a carton or pallet EPC/RFID tag allows for 
targeted tag searches with no required database lookup.  This enables focused communication with 
only the EPC/RFID tags that are subject to a specific search, instead of interrogating all the tags in 
an area and checking each tag against a database.  

■ Easily shared:  Storing traceability attribute data in the EPC/RFID tag allows the relevant data to be 
transported with the product.  Anyone in proximity can capture and interpret this data.  This aligns 
with available GS1-128 functionality to capture the GTIN, Batch/Lot and Date information on 
product.  

 

1.5 Use case examples  

1.5.1 Recall Response  
Cartons of product are loaded at a distribution center for delivery to a set of retailer or operator 
locations.  Day after day, the EPC/RFID tags on these cartons are automatically read and associated 
with the delivery route.  This data may also be automatically collected in the retailer/operator receiving 
process.  A recall alert is raised that requires immediate remediation.  Because the manufacturer 
encoded not only the GTIN and Serial Number, but also the Batch/Lot into the EPC/RFID tag, the parties 
involved now have this critical information readily available.   

■ This allows the distributor or retailer/operator to quickly narrow the scope of stores subject to recall 
action.  The distributor and operator/retailer save significant time and expense in remediation 
activities.  The manufacturer avoids erosion of the brand image. 

■ Following this recall notice, an operator or retailer employee performs an inventory cycle count 
using an RFID reader device.  The device searches the EPC/RFID tags for the specific Batch/Lot and 
GTIN in question.  The reader device specifies to the body of EPC/RFID tags that it is only looking 
for tags meeting the search criteria, allowing for only the tags in question to be detected and 
located. 

■ In parallel, other cartons that are in the scope of the recall are received at another distribution 
center.  The dock door, conveyor, or forklift reader used in the inbound receiving process 
automatically reads the carton EPC/RFID tags and issues an immediate alert/alarm regarding the 
cartons matching the recall notice.   
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1.5.2 Fresh Food Management 
By encoding the relevant date attribute into the carton or pallet EPC/RFID tag, similar use cases may be 
implemented for fresh food management.  For example, a dock door reader can provide an immediate 
alert if cartons past their vendor acceptance requirements are delivered.  A forklift solution or conveyor 
system can immediately detect expiration data and respond in the moment.  Employees using hand-
held RFID scanners to capture inventory in Operator or Retailer locations can simultaneously capture 
expiration data which can be used for fresh food management.  Such data can be used for various 
inventory management purposes, including driving demand creation mechanisms such as limited time 
offers on digital signage. 

1.5.3 Operational Efficiencies 

Because the RFID technology allows non-line-of-sight data collection, palletized cartons may be read 
without the effort of depalletizing.  High value products (such as prime steaks) are moved through the 
supply chain with the variable weight encoded in the GS1 Code 128 barcode.  The current practice to 
obtain this information is to depalletize and barcode scan the GS1-128 barcode on each carton.  The 
cartons are then immediately repalletized.  The proposed solution in this application guideline can 
encode that variable weight into the EPC/RFID tag which eliminates the need for depalletization. 

 

1.6 Technical context and need for this document 
Foodservice and Retail Grocery industry participants that are taking steps to adopt EPC/RFID technology 
have expressed particular interest in encoding attributes such as Batch/Lot and Date into the EPC 
memory bank (MB01) of an EPC/RFID tag.  This enables use cases like pulling all instances of a recalled 
lot or marking down products approaching their expiration date.   

RFID tag technology is well positioned to address these traceability use cases, but existing standards for 
EPC encoding do not support capturing and reading extended data attributes (such as Batch/Lot and 
Date) without sacrificing key performance indicators such as read rate, depending on the tag density.   

The current standard approach of storing additional data within the User Memory of a tag is a possible 
solution, but it is sub-optimal for a few reasons:  

■ Utilizing User Memory requires RFID readers to make an additional read of the tag which increases 
the number of commands that must be issued by RFID readers, therefore extending the time 
duration to read tags, depending on the number of tags in the RFID field this could have a 
performance impact. 

■ Some tags currently in use do not have User Memory available. 

■ Some readers are not configured to be able to access the User Memory bank 

■ The “Packed Object” compaction method, as defined in the GS1 Tag Data Standard, enables flexible 
and memory size efficient encoding of many of the GS1 Application Identifiers into User Memory, 
but involves trade-offs to on-the-fly tag sorting capabilities.1 

As an example, consider a scenario where 100 EPC/RFID-tagged cartons, with the same GTIN, are 
being read.  The reader is looking for cartons that match specific traceability criteria, such as the 
Expiration Date is on a particular date.  Three of the 100 cartons meet the search criteria.  Using the 
existing standards-based approach, the traceability data would be either in tag User Memory or stored 
in a cloud repository or corporate database. 

■ If the data is stored in a cloud repository or corporate database, that requires that all 100 tags must 
be read and checked against that repository or database to see if any of the cartons meet the 

 
1 For this reason, this document was developed in response to timely needs voiced by GS1 US members in the 
Foodservice and Retail Grocery industry verticals. Participants were aware that efforts to modernize the Electronic 
Product Code (EPC) and communication protocols with RFID tags were initiated in parallel to this effort. The 
group desired a near-term solution which would accommodate basic needs around encoding a select set of 
attributes in addition to the GTIN without necessitating tags with User Memory or secondary reads of the tags. 
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selection criteria.  This assumes interoperability of cloud repositories, and/or integration with key 
corporate systems, which requires that proper configuration and integration steps occur across 
supply networks.  It also assumes reliable network connectivity at the location the tag is read. 

■ If the data is stored in the EPC/RFID tag User Memory, that requires that all 100 tags must be read 
in a multi-step process that interacts with the EPC/RFID tag in multiple communication cycles in 
order to access the User Memory portion of the EPC/RFID tag.  After collecting this data, the User 
Memory data must be further processed to evaluate if the searched for attribute data (Batch/Lot or 
Date) is encoded.  

This document specifies another alternative.  This new approach places traceability/attribute data in the 
EPC memory bank of the EPC/RFID tag, which enables fast and searchable reads.  Applying this to the 
above example of the 100 tags: 

■ Extended Attribute data is encoded in the EPC memory bank, which allows a Select command issued 
by the reader to filter tags that meet a specific criterion, such as an Expiration Date.  As a result, 
only the three relevant tags respond to the reader, and that without the multiple communication 
cycles required to access tag User Memory.  The data that they provide includes the attribute 
information. 

In fact, whenever the EPC/RFID tags are inventoried using the approach described in this document, the 
attribute data is also captured since it is encoded in a compressed form in the serialization block of the 
EPC.  Any application reading the EPC/RFID tags will capture this data.  Industry participants only need 
to apply the algorithm detailed in Section 6 to extract Extended Attribute data.   

 Important: The attribute data encoding is in the EPC serialization block, which corresponds to AI 
(21) Serial Number.  For this reason, if any GS1-128 barcodes encode AI (21) (and leverage the 
approach described in Section 6) they must adapt their serialization values accordingly.  If this is 
not possible to do then the following options may be considered: 

■ Encode the attribute data into User Memory.  This encounters the issues raised above, and 
furthermore may not be read downstream in the supply chain or may impact read performance. 

■ Utilize the industry standard approach of not encoding attribute data in the EPC/RFID tag at all.   

□ Only encode the GTIN and Serial Number.  If the Serial Number is a numeric value (with no 
leading zeros) less than 274 billion, then the SGTIN-96 encoding scheme may be used.  Further 
details on this are found in Section 5. 

□ If the Serial Number is an alphanumeric value or numeric value greater than 274 billion, then 
the SGTIN-198 GS1 encoding scheme may be used.  

If evaluating the use of AI (21) in GS1-128 barcodes, it is helpful to understand if that identifier is only 
used to ensure unique barcode reads of GS1-128 tags on pallets (which RFID technology provides), or if 
that serialization data is communicated along with attribute data to trade partners.  If AI (21) is only 
used to ensure unique barcode reads, then other alternatives may be considered to accomplish the 
same objective.  These alternatives would need to factor in the various trade partners and systems 
potentially impacted. 

 

1.7 How to use this document  

Guideline Section Step 

Step 1  Section 2: GTIN Construct a GTIN 

Step 2 Section 3: Attribute 
Data 

Determine Attribute Data – Relevant Attribute Data are: 

■ Mandatory in SGTIN-198 in this guideline: 

□ AI (01) Identification of a trade item (GTIN) 
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□ AI (21) Serial number 

■ Mandatory in GS1-128 barcode in this guideline: 

□ AI (01) Identification of a trade item (GTIN) 

■ Other Attribute Data: 

□ AI (10) Batch or Lot number 

□ AI (11) Production date 

□ AI (13) Packaging date 

□ AI (15) Best before date 

□ AI (16) Sell by date 

□ AI (17) Expiration date 

□ AI (90) Information mutually agreed between trading 
partners (also referred to as “Sequence” in this 
document) 

□ AI (310n) Net Weight, kilograms (variable measure 
trade item) 

□ AI (320n) Net Weight, pounds (variable measure trade 
item) 

□ Additional AIs may be included that are not encoded in 
the EPC/RFID tag 

Step 3 Section 4 & 5: 
Determine relevant 
data carriers  

The introduction of EPC/RFID Tag, SGTIN-198 encoding scheme, 
and GS1-128 barcode 

Step 4 Sections 6, 7, and 8: 
Implement Attribute 
Data into EPC/RFID 
tags and GS1-128 

The step of encoding Attribute Data into SGTIN-198 and 
correlating to the GS1-128 barcode. 
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2 Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) 
The Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is the globally unique GS1 Identification Key used to identify 
trade items.  GTINs are assigned by the brand owner and are used to identify products as they move 
through the global supply chain.    

■ Physical products: GTINs can be encoded into barcodes and EPC/RFID tags and affixed to products 
to facilitate accurate identification as products move through the supply chain.    

■ Internet applications: GTINs can be presented as a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) in order to 
support Internet-based applications and data sharing.  The GS1 Electronic Product Code (EPC) 
standards include a URI data format for GTIN. 

□ SGTIN (a Uniform Resource Name (URN) for GTIN plus Serial Number)  

The companies assign Item Reference numbers at a corporate level to comply with the GS1 principle 
that 1 GTIN=1 product and 1 product=1 GTIN.  Note that GTIN’s once assigned cannot be reused. 

Additional details regarding the GTIN structure, elements, packaging levels, and use may be found in 
Section 9. 
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3 Relevant GS1 Application Identifiers for Attribute Data 
 

 Important: The recommendation is to not change the GS1-128 barcode, but rather use it to 
determine what Attribute Data to encode in the EPC/RFID.  The EPC/RFID should ideally be 
encoded with the same Attribute Data that is encoded in the GS1-128 barcode.  For example, a 
GS1-128 barcode that encodes AI (01) GTIN, AI (10) Batch/Lot, and AI (17) Expiration Date 
would have the same data (with the addition of Sequence value) encoded in the EPC/RFID tag.  

This Section describes the meaning, structure, and function of the GS1 system element strings so they 
can be correctly processed in users’ application programs.  An element string is the combination of a 
GS1 Application Identifier and a GS1 Application Identifier data field.  The allowable character set to be 
used for GS1 Application Identifier element strings in the GS1-128 barcode and EPC/RFID tag is defined 
in “The GS1 subset of International Standard ISO/IEC 646” in the GS1 General Specifications.  There 
are AIs that have additional syntax restrictions, e.g., numerical only; see the below definitions for each 
AI.  

Automatic processing of element strings in business applications requires information about the type of 
transaction to which the transferred data refers.  GS1 Application Identifiers are utilized in various 
industry sectors to include product data beyond the GTIN, such as the Batch/Lot number, Serial 
Number, Best before date and Expiration date.  Please refer to Section “GS1 Application Identifier 
definitions” in the GS1 General Specifications for full details on GS1 Application Identifiers. 

   

Figure 3-1 GS1 Application Identifiers relevant to this guideline 

AI Data Content Format FNC1 
required 

Data Title 

01 Identification of a trade item 
(GTIN) 

N2+N14  GTIN 

10 Batch or Lot number N2+X..20 (FNC1) BATCH/LOT 

11 Production date N2+N6  PROD DATE 

13 Packaging date N2+N6  PACK DATE 

15 Best before date N2+N6  BEST BEFORE or 
BEST BY 

16 Sell by date N2+N6  SELL BY 

17 Expiration date N2+N6  USE BY OR EXPIRY 

21 Serial number N2+X..20 (FNC1) SERIAL 

90 Information mutually agreed 
between trading partners 

N3+X..30 (FNC1) INTERNAL* 

310n Net Weight, kilograms 
(variable measure trade 
item) 

N4+N6  NET WEIGHT (kg) 

320n Net Weight, pounds (variable 
measure trade item) 

N4+N6  NET WEIGHT (lb.) 

*This value is also referred to as “Sequence” in this document. 

https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
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Note: For the format, the first position indicates the length (number of digits) of the GS1 Application 
Identifier. The following value refers to the format of the data content. See Figure 3-2 for the details. 
The following convention is applied: 

■ N: numeric digit  

■ X: any character  

■ N3: 3 numeric digits, predefined length  

■ X..3: up to 3 characters, possible values are listed in Figure 10-1 

AI (10), AI (11), AI (13), AI (16), AI (17), AI (21), AI (310n) and AI (320n) mandate the appearance of 
AI (01) on the same physical entity.  For more information see “Mandatory association of element 
strings” of the GS1 General Specifications. 

 

Figure 3-2 The sample format of GS1 Application Identifiers  

 

3.1 The AI for the GTIN 
AI (01) indicates a GTIN, and it shall be a 14-digit format.  This value has its own reserved portion of 
the SGTIN and is therefore not encoded in the Serialization block.  See Section 2 and Section 9 for more 
information.   

3.2 The AI for the Batch/Lot 
AI (10) indicates the Batch/Lot.  The maximum length of the Batch/Lot is 20 alphanumeric characters, 
however, per Figure 6.3-1, the logical mapping capability described in this document allows no more 
than 13 alphanumeric characters when encoding a Date value as well, or 15 alphanumeric characters if 
not encoding a Date as well.  Section 10 indicates what characters are allowed for the Batch/Lot value.  
For more information about this AI, see “GS1 Application Identifier definitions” of the GS1 General 
Specifications.  

3.3 AIs for the Date 
AI (11), AI (13), AI (15), AI (16), and AI (17) represent the date of Production, Packaging, Best before, 
Sell by, and Expiration (respectively).  Each Date’s element string is an attribute of a trade item, 
therefore it must be processed together with the GTIN of the trade item to which it relates.  Only one of 
these Date AI’s may be encoded into an EPC/RFID tag using the approach described in Section 6 of this 
document.  The structure is:  

■ Year: the tens and units of the year (e.g., 2003 = 03), which is mandatory.  

■ Month: the number of the month (e.g., January = 01), which is mandatory.  

■ Day: the number of the day of the relevant month (e.g., second day = 02); if it is not necessary to 
specify the day, the field must be filled with two zeroes. 

 

 

https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
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 Figure 3.3-1 Format of the Date element string 

GS1 Application 
Identifier 

Date 

Year Month Day 

AI (11) N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 

AI (13)  N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 

AI (15) N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 

AI (16) N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 

AI (17) N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 

 

This guideline specifies a three-character lookup value that indicates the Date value, what AI is 
encoded, and what the following value (the next value immediately encoded after the Date) describes.  
Further information on this is in Figures 6.3-2 and 6.3-4. 

3.4 The AI for the Serial Number 
The SGTIN-198 serialization block equates to AI (21).  AI (21) indicates the Serial Number and contains 
up to 20 alphanumeric characters.  This is the container for the Extended Attribute information detailed 
in this document.   

3.5 The AI for the Sequence 
It is critical that the GTIN + Serial Number combination be unique for every EPC/RFID tag.  In order to 
ensure unique values, this guideline specifies that the Sequence is a required value included in the set 
of encoded values.  The Sequence value is incremented or otherwise changed to ensure the 
requirement to have a unique EPC for every EPC/RFID tag. 

The term “Sequence” is unique to this document, and the value equates to AI (90).  Note, if using AI 
(90) Sequence, ensure that trading partners are able to accept this data. 

3.6 AIs for the Net Weight 
Both AI (310n) and AI (320n) indicate the Net Weight of a variable measure trade item.  AI (310n) is 
used to identify a variable measure trade item of the weight in kilograms and AI (320n) is in pounds.  
Figure 3.10-1 is example of the string’s format.  Its digit A4 indicates the implied decimal point position, 
where, for example, the digit 0 means that there is no decimal point, and the digit 1 means that the 
decimal point is between N5 and N6.  For example, the 789.355 lbs. will be AI (3203). 

 

Figure 3.6-1 Format of the element string 

GS1 Application Identifier Applicable value 

A1       A2      A3      A4 N1       N2    N3    N4    N5    N6 
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4 Relevant Data Carriers for Attribute Data 
In the GS1 System of Standards, a very clear distinction is made between data and a data carrier. GS1 
Standards provide normative definitions of various data elements and these definitions hold true 
regardless of the form that data takes or how data is transmitted. A “data carrier” as that term is used 
in GS1 Standards is a means of physically affixing data to a physical object so that the data can be 
captured without human data entry.  In the GS1 System, data carriers include a variety of types of 
barcodes and radio frequency identification (RFID) tags.  

4.1 GS1-128 barcode 
GS1-128 barcodes are often or commonly used to encode trade item data and logistic unit information 
for cartons and pallets. Specific information can be encoded in GS1-128 barcodes using GS1 Application 
Identifiers (AIs).   

Additional details regarding GS1-128 barcode makeup and sizing may be found in “Linear barcodes - 
GS1-128 symbology specifications” of GS1 General Specifications. 

4.2 EPC/RFID Tag 
An RFID system includes a reader and a transponder (or tag), which has a microchip with an attached 
antenna.  Passive tags do not have their own power source, rather, they are powered by being in 
proximity to a reader.  

Regarding RFID Tags:   

■ Data is stored (in a binary format) in a microelectronic chip.  

■ RFID tags communicate with dedicated readers by means of radio frequency (which does not 
require line-of-sight).   

EPC/RFID is a subset of RFID technologies that are used within the GS1 System. An EPC/RFID tag uses 
passive technology and carries data in a standardized format known as Electronic Product Code (EPC).  
This standardized format includes GS1 Identification Keys and GS1 Application Identifiers.    

https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
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5 GS1 EPC Tag Data Standard Attribute Data 

5.1 Serialized Global Trade Item Number (SGTIN) 
The Serialized Global Trade Item Number EPC scheme is used to assign a unique identity to an instance 
of a trade item, such as a specific instance of a GTIN or SKU.  

■ General syntax:  

urn:epc:id:sgtin:CompanyPrefix.ItemRefAndIndicator.SerialNumber  

■ Example:  

urn:epc:id:sgtin:0614141.012345.123 

The SGTIN consists of the following elements:  

■ The GS1 Company Prefix: Assigned by GS1 to a managing entity or its delegates. This is the same 
as the GS1 Company Prefix digits within a GS1 GTIN key. See Section 9.1.2 for more information.  

■ The Item Reference: Assigned by the user to a particular object class. The Item Reference as it 
appears in the EPC URI is derived from the GTIN by concatenating the Indicator Digit of the GTIN 
and the Item Reference digits and treating the result as a single numeric string.  

■ The Serial Number: Assigned by the managing entity to an individual object. The Serial Number is 
not part of the GTIN but is formally a part of the SGTIN.  

The check digit in GTIN as it appears in the GS1 element string is not included in the SGTIN.   

5.2 Capability comparison of SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 schemes 
 

SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 are two SGTIN schemes in GS1/EPC Tag Data Standards.  Figure 5.2-1 
compares the two formats. 

 

Figure 5.2-1 The comparison between SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 

Encoding Scheme  SGTIN-96 SGTIN-198 

EPC Memory 96 bits 198 bits 

Serial Bit Count 38 bits 140 bits 

The number of different 
values can be encoded in 
the serial bit area 

2 to the 38th different numeric 
values (274,877,906,944 unique 
values). 

■ Encode all the AI (21) possible 
values. 

■ A string of up to 20 alphanumeric 
characters.  Each character may be 
one of 82 possible characters. 

■ The approach outlined in this 
document ensures that there are a 
minimum of 11 million unique values 
for every GTIN + Attribute 
combination.2   

 

Comparisons between these two schemes: 

 
2 The minimum Sequence length for this guideline is four characters, which provides over 11 million possible 
values.  Adding one more character to the Sequence results in over 900 billion possible values.   
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■ Outside of the serialization capacity, the SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 encode the same data.  Both 
indicate: 

□ that a product is tagged (as opposed to an asset, reusable container, location...) 

□ the indicator, GS1 Company Prefix, and Item Reference, which compose the GTIN in 14-digit 
format 

□ the filter value (e.g., that the product is a case (carton) or pallet) 

■ The SGTIN-96 requires less tag memory than the SGTIN-198, however it has less encoding capacity 
allocated for the Serial Number.  No leading zeros are allowed and there is no capability to encode 
other attributes in the EPC/RFID memory block.  This scheme is in use for the majority of RFID 
applications in supply chains (such as for Apparel supply chains) and provides unique identity. 

 

5.3 Process implications of SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 schemes  
The following Figure compares business process implications of the two schemes: 

 

Figure 5.3-1 SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 business process implications 
 

Encoding Scheme SGTIN-96 SGTIN-198 

Tag Memory Lower tag memory requirement Higher tag memory requirement  

Data Containment Carries GTIN and numeric Serial 
Number 

Carries GTIN, Serial Number, and is able 
to contain Attribute Data per this 
guideline 

Database/Cloud 
Requirement 

Requires database or cloud system 
lookup to obtain Attribute data 
(integration requirement) 

Does not require database or cloud 
system lookup to obtain certain Attribute 
Data 

GS1-128 Barcode 
Alignment 

GTIN and possibly Serial Number GTIN and certain Attribute Data per this 
guideline 
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 Figure 5.3-2 SGTIN-96 use for attribute lookup 

 
Figure 5.3-2 depicts a product that is 
encoded at the point of manufacture 
with an SGTIN-96 tag.  For downstream 
supply chain trade partners to find 
attribute data (such as Batch/Lot) the 
tag identifier must be read, then 
communicated to a corporate system 
that is ultimately integrated with the 
manufacturer.  This requires network 
connectivity and integration with all 
manufacturers data sources.   

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 5.3-3 SGTIN-198 use for attribute lookup 

 
Figure 5.3-3 depicts a product that is 
encoded at the point of packaging with 
an SGTIN-198 tag using the approach 
documented in section 6 of this 
document.  Downstream supply chain 
trade partners simply access attribute 
data (such as Batch/Lot) when reading 
the EPC/RFID tag.  This does not 
require communication with corporate 
systems, nor does it require integration 
with the manufacturer to capture the 
limited set of attributes described in this 
document.   

 

 

 

Also note that the encoding of Extended Attribute data must be done at the location (e.g., the 
manufacturing facility) where the Extended Attribute data is generated.  Further notes on this are 
included in Section 7.3 regarding GS1-128 barcode integration. 

It is possible that there will be a mix of SGTIN-198 and SGTIN-96 schemes used in industry, as some 
products may not encode attribute data in the data carrier and other products will.   
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6 The Implementation of Attribute Data for SGTIN-198 
This section will detail the order and logic of encoding extended attribute values in the SGTIN-198 
serialization block.  The approach is to embed certain attribute data into the serialization block of the 
EPC as shown in the following two examples. 

 
  Figure 6-1, Example showing attribute data packed into serialization block (Option 1 from Figure 6.2-1) 

 
 

Figure 6-2, Example showing attribute data packed into serialization block (Option 2 from Figure 6.2-1) 

 

 

There are several interpretive rules.  Additional notes are in Section 8. 

■ The SGTIN-198 serialization block will contain information that specifies attribute values 

■ The SGTIN-198 serialization block contains up to 20 alphanumeric characters 

□ Each character has up to 82 possible values (listed in Figure 10-1). 

□ The specific order and value of these characters yields attribute data when leveraging the 
provided reference figures and ordering logic. 

■ The order of elements positioned within the serialization block follow: 

□ If encoding Date, that value is always in positions 1-3. 

□ If included, Net Weight follows Date. 
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□ If included, Batch/Lot number follows Net Weight and/or Date. 

□ The final value is the Sequence. 

■ Character lengths for described element values: 

□ Date is described using three characters. 

□ Net Weight is described using between four and six characters, depending on leading zeros. 

□ The Batch/Lot value is variable length. 

□ The Sequence must be a minimum of 4 characters. 

■ In certain cases, there is a special character reserved as a delimiter between Batch/Lot number and 
Sequence. See Section 6.3.2 for more information.   

□ The delimiter is used to denote the end of the Batch/Lot value and the start of the Sequence. 

□ The delimiter is not used if the Sequence is four characters long (which is the minimum length 
for this guideline). 

□ If used, the delimiter is not considered to be a part of either the Sequence or the Batch/Lot. 

 

6.1 Defining database fields  
Trading partners define database fields which store GTIN, Batch/Lot number, Date, Net Weight, Serial 
Number, and Sequence, which corresponds to AI (90) “information mutually agreed between trading 
partners”.  The attributes and metadata of these fields are described in Figure 6.1-1 and 6.3-1. 

 

Figure 6.1-1 Data field specification 

Field Name GTIN Date Net Weight 
(lb./kg.) 

Batch/Lot 
number 

Sequence Serial  

Number* 

Data Title in 
Database 

GTIN PROD DATE, 
PACK DATE, 
BEST BEFORE, 
SELL BY, or 
EXPIRY 

NET WEIGHT (lb.) 

or 

NET WEIGHT (kg) 

BATCH/LOT INTERNAL SERIAL 

Character Set Alphanumeric Numeric Numeric Alphanumeric Alphanumeric Alphanumeric 

Length/Digit-
Format 

14 6 6 20 30 20 

SGTIN-198 
Format GTIN The string in the Serial Number Serial Number 

GS1-128 
Format AI (01) 

AI (11), AI (13), 
AI (15), AI (16), 
or AI (17) 

AI (310n) or AI 
(320n) AI (10) AI (90) AI (21) 

Notes:  

* The Serial Number value is equivalent to the combination of characters encoded in the serialization 
block of the SGTIN-198. 
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6.2 Choosing the appropriate encoding option 
After defining what attribute fields to encode in the serialization block of the EPC/RFID tag, choose the 
appropriate option below.  Note that the GTIN AI (01) is encoded elsewhere in the EPC/RFID tag and 
not listed here for that reason.  Figure 6.2-1 is the list of options. 

 

Figure 6.2-1 The list of possible options 

Option 1st element 2nd element 3rd element 4th element 

1 

Date 

Batch/Lot Sequence 

2 
Net Weight 

Batch/Lot Sequence 

3 Sequence 

4 
Net Weight 

Batch/Lot Sequence 

5 Sequence 

6 Batch/Lot Sequence 

 

 Important: While several options are available, the strong recommendation is to only encode 
data that is already encoded in GS1-128 barcode, while adding the Sequence to the EPC.  The 
most common implementation of this guideline will be Option 1 (Encoding a Date, Batch/Lot, and 
added Sequence).   

 

6.3 Encoding attributes into the SGTIN-198 Serial Number (AI (21)) 
Before encoding data elements into the SGTIN-198, select one of options from Figure 6.3-1.   

 

 Important: Note that the total number of characters cannot exceed 20, including the delimiter 
character if used.   

 

When evaluating options, note what values will be encoded in other data carriers (such as the GS1-128 
barcode). See Section 7 for additional information on related GS1-128 encoding. 

 

The allowable character set to be used for GS1 Application Identifier element strings in the GS1-128 
barcode and EPC/RFID tag is defined in “The GS1 subset of International Standard ISO/IEC 646” in the 
GS1 General Specifications.   Section 10 specifies the characters that are permitted by the GS1 General 
Specifications for use in Serial Number AI (21). 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
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Figure 6.3-1 Attribute Encoding Options  

Option 

Date 

 

Net Weight (lb./kg) Batch/Lot number Sequence 

Yes/No Number of 
Digits Yes/No Number 

of Digits Yes/No Number of 
Digits 

Number of 
Digits 

1 Yes 3 No 0 Yes 0-13 4-16 

2 Yes 3 Yes 4-6 Yes 0-9 4-12 

3 Yes 3 Yes 4-6 No 0 4-13 

4 No 0 Yes 4-6 Yes 0-12 4-15 

5 No 0 Yes 4-6 No 0 4-16 

6 No 0 No 0 Yes 0-15 4-18 

 

 

Figure 6.3-2 Element mapping rules and examples 

Mapping Rule Example 

Date logic ■ 3 characters that indicate Date. 

□ 1st character indicates the year and a flag 
for the element of date.   

□ 2nd character indicates the month and 
which date is conveyed  

□ 3rd character indicates the day and 
whether the Batch/Lot or Net Weight 
follows. 

■ Date AI options:  

□ Production date  

□ Packaging date  

□ Best before date 

□ Sell by date 

□ Expiration date 

■ See Figure 6.3-4 for more information. 

 

■ Example 1: "CFG" 
indicates April 17th, 2023 
(230417), for Sell by date, 
with Batch/Lot following. 

Example 2: “ago” indicates 
July 20th, 2047 (470720), 
for Packaging date, with 
Net Weight following. 

Net Weight  

(lb./kg.) logic 

■ 4-6 characters that indicate Net Weight. 

□ The 1st character indicates the first digit 
and indicates that Net Weight is being 
encoded (as opposed to a Date or 
Batch/Lot value).  If the first character in 
the Net Weight is a zero, then start with 
the second character of the Net Weight in 
this position. 

□ The 2nd character indicates the second digit 
and indicates that Net Weight is being 
encoded (as opposed to a Date or 
Batch/Lot value).  If the first character in 

■ Example 1: “123EFG” 
indicates 12345.6 kgs. 
with Sequence following, 
this correlates to AI 
(3101). 

■ Example 2: “789NZ5” 
indicates 789.355 lbs. with 
Batch/Lot following, this 
correlates to AI (3203) 

■ Example 3: “9NZ5” 
indicates 9.355 lbs. with 
Batch/Lot following, this 
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the Net Weight is a zero, then start with 
this character of the Net Weight in this 
position.  If both the first and second 
characters of the Net Weight value are 
zero, then start with the third character of 
the Net Weight in this position. 

□ The 3rd character indicates the third digit of 
the Net Weight.  If the leading two 
characters are zeros, then the 3rd character 
will be in the first position.  This character 
will be encoded even if a zero value, as it 
ensures that the algorithm detects that Net 
Weight is being encoded as opposed to 
Batch/Lot or Date values. 

□ The 4th character indicates the fourth digit 
of Net Weight and the mass units (lbs. and 
kgs.).  This character also indicates where 
the 4th character is positionally in the 
string.  This is a means of clarifying the 
position where the leading 1 or 2 
characters may not be present due to 
stripping those leading zeros. 

□ The 5th character indicates the fifth digit of 
Net Weight and the implied decimal point 
position. 

□ The 6th character indicates the sixth digit 
of Net Weight and indicates if Batch/Lot 
follows or if Sequence follows. 

■ See Figure 6.3-5 and 6.3-6 for more 
information. 

 

correlates to the GS1-128 
AI (3203) value of 009355 

Batch/Lot value 
map 

■ The starting position of the Batch/Lot value is 
determined by the preceding character value 

□ See Figure 6.3-3 for a list of cases. 

■ The Batch/Lot value either automatically 
terminates after the 5th position from the end 
(the Sequence is remaining 4 characters) or is 
terminated by the delimiter value (“!”) 

■ For the first position of the Batch/Lot field: 
Either a delimiter value (“!”) or having only 4 
remaining characters (which is reserved for the 
Sequence) indicates that no Batch/Lot value is 
encoded.   

■ Example 1: 
‘ABCD123!123WXY% 
indicates Option 6 and a 
Batch/Lot value of 
ABC123D. 

■ Example 2: 
ago123EFGABCD123WXY% 
indicates Option 2 and a 
Batch/Lot value of 
ABCD123 

■ Example 3: 

CFGWXY% indicates option 
1 with no encoded 
Batch/Lot 

CFG!WXYZ% indicates 
option 1 with no encoded 
Batch/Lot 

 

bookmark://_Construct_serial_number/
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Sequence value 
map 

■ If the Sequence is 4 characters, then no 
delimiter is included.  It is in the final 4 
positions of the string. 

■ If the Sequence is > 4 characters and the 
Batch/Lot is expected, the delimiter value 
indicates that the Sequence begins in the next 
position. 

■ See Figure 6.3-3 for a list of cases. 

■ See Section 8 for additional examples. 

■ The delimiter is represented by the character 
“!” (exclamation).   

Examples:  

DDDSSSS 

DDDBBBBBBBBSSSS 

DDDBBBBBBBB!SSSSSSSS 

DDD!SSSSSSSS 

 

D= Date Value 

B = Batch/Lot Value 

S = Sequence Value 

W = Net Weight 

! = delimiter 

 

 

Figure 6.3-3 Batch/Lot and Sequence starting value placement by option 

Rule Batch/Lot Starting Position Sequence Starting Position 

Option 1: There is one Date encoded, and 
the third character indicates that Batch/Lot 
follows 

Character 4 If four characters, then the last 
four positions, otherwise it follows 
the delimiter. 

Option 2: There is one Date and Net 
Weight encoded, and the last character of 
the Net Weight indicates that Batch/Lot 
follows 

Characters 8, 9, or 10 
depending on if the Net 
Weight is 4, 5, or 6 
characters long 

If four characters, then the last 
four positions, otherwise, it is 
where the delimiter is placed. 

Option 3 has no Batch/Lot encoding N/A Either position 8, 9, or 10 
depending on if the Net Weight is 
4, 5, or 6 characters long. 

Option 4: There is no Date encoded, Net 
Weight is encoded, and the last character 
of the Net Weight indicates that Batch/Lot 
follows 

Characters 5, 6, or 7 
depending on if the Net 
Weight is 4, 5, or 6 
characters long 

If four characters, then the last 
four positions, otherwise, it is 
where the delimiter is placed. 

Option 5 has no Batch/Lot encoding N/A Either position 5, 6, or 7 
depending on if the Net Weight is 
4, 5, or 6 characters long. 

Option 6: The first character is an 
apostrophe, indicating that Batch/Lot 
follows 

Character 2 If four characters, then the last 
four positions, otherwise, it is 
where the delimiter is placed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bookmark://_Construct_serial_number/
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Figure 6.3-4 The format of Date 

Name 
Hex 
Value 

URI 
Form 

1st Date Char: 
YY 

2nd Date Char: 
MM+Date Option 

3rd Date Char: 
DD+What Follows 

Digit Zero 30 0 N/A 
01 - January + Expiration 
Date 01 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Digit One 31 1 
N/A 02 - February + Expiration 

Date 02 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Digit Two 32 2 
N/A 03 - March + Expiration 

Date 03 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Digit Three 33 3 N/A 04 - April + Expiration date 04 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Digit Four 34 4 N/A 05 - May + Expiration date 05 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Digit Five 35 5 N/A 06 - June + Expiration date 06 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Digit Six 36 6 N/A 07 - July + Expiration date 07 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Digit Seven 37 7 
N/A 08 - August + Expiration 

date 08 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Digit Eight 38 8 
N/A 09 - September + 

Expiration date 09 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Digit Nine 39 9 
N/A 10 - October + Expiration 

date 10 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter A 41 A 2021 
11 - November + Expiration 
date 11 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter B 42 B 2022 
12 - December + Expiration 
date 12 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter C 43 C 2023 01 - January + Sell by date 13 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter D 44 D 2024 02 - February + Sell by date 14 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter E 45 E 2025 03 - March + Sell by date 15 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter F 46 F 2026 04 - April + Sell by date 16 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter G 47 G 2027 05 - May + Sell by date 17 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter H 48 H 2028 06 - June + Sell by date 18 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter I 49 I 2029 07 - July + Sell by date 19 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Capital Letter J 4A J 2030 08 - August + Sell by date 20 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter K 4B K 2031 
09 - September + Sell by 
date 21 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter L 4C L 2032 10 - October + Sell by date 22 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter M 4D M 2033 
11 - November + Sell by 
date 23 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter N 4E N 2034 
12 - December + Sell by 
date 24 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter O 4F O 2035 
01 - January + Best before 
date 25 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter P 50 P 2036 
02 - February + Best before 
date 26 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter Q 51 Q 2037 
03 - March + Best before 
date 27 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter R 52 R 2038 
04 - April + Best before 
date 28 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter S 53 S 2039 
05 - May + Best before 
date 29 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter T 54 T 2040 
06 - June + Best before 
date 30 + Batch/Lot Follows 
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Capital Letter U 55 U 2041 07 - July + Best before date 31 + Batch/Lot Follows 

Capital Letter V 56 V 2042 
08 - August + Best before 
date 01 + Net Weight Follows 

Capital Letter W 57 W 2043 
09 - September + Best 
before date 02 + Net Weight Follows 

Capital Letter X 58 X 2044 
10 - October + Best before 
date 03 + Net Weight Follows 

Capital Letter Y 59 Y 2045 
11 - November + Best 
before date 04 + Net Weight Follows 

Capital Letter Z 5A Z 2046 
12 - December + Best 
before date 05 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter a 61 a 2047 
01 - January + Packaging 
date 06 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter b 62 b 2048 
02 - February + Packaging 
date 07 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter c 63 c 2049 
03 - March + Packaging 
date 08 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter d 64 d 2050 04 - April + Packaging date 09 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter e 65 e 2051 05 - May + Packaging date 10 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter f 66 f 2052 06 - June + Packaging date 11 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter g 67 g 2053 07 - July + Packaging date 12 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter h 68 h 2054 
08 - August + Packaging 
date 13 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter i 69 i 2055 
09 - September + 
Packaging date 14 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter j 6A j 2056 
10 - October + Packaging 
date 15 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter k 6B k 2057 
11 - November + Packaging 
date 16 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter l 6C l 2058 
12 - December + Packaging 
date 17 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter m 6D m 2059 
01 - January + Production 
date 18 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter n 6E n 2060 
02 - February + Production 
date 19 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter o 6F o 2061 
03 - March + Production 
date 20 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter p 70 p 2062 04 - April + Production date 21 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter q 71 q 2063 05 - May + Production date 22 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter r 72 r 2064 06 - June + Production date 23 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter s 73 s 2065 07 - July + Production date 24 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter t 74 t 2066 
08 - August + Production 
date 25 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter u 75 u 2067 
09 - September + 
Production date 26 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter v 76 v 2068 
10 - October + Production 
date 27 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter w 77 w 2069 
11 - November + 
Production date 28 + Net Weight Follows 

Small Letter x 78 x 2070 
12 - December + 
Production date 29 + Net Weight Follows 
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Small Letter y 79 y 2071 N/A 30 + Net Weight Follows 
Small Letter z 7A z 2072 N/A 31 + Net Weight Follows 
Left Parenthesis 28 ( 2019 N/A 00 + Batch/Lot Follows 
Right Parenthesis 29 ) 2020 N/A 00 + Net Weight Follows 

 

 

Figure 6.3-5 The format of weight 

Name  
Hex 

Value 
URI 

Form 
Position/Character 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Digit Zero 30 0  0 value 0 value  0 value, no decimal 
0 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit One 31 1 1 value 1 value 1 value  1 value, no decimal 
1 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Two 32 2 2 value 2 value 2 value  2 value, no decimal 
2 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Three 33 3 3 value 3 value 3 value  3 value, no decimal 
3 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Four 34 4 4 value 4 value 4 value  4 value, no decimal 
4 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Five 35 5 5 value 5 value 5 value  5 value, no decimal 
5 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Six 36 6 6 value 6 value 6 value  6 value, no decimal 
6 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Seven 37 7 7 value 7 value 7 value  7 value, no decimal 
7 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Eight 38 8 8 value 8 value 8 value  8 value, no decimal 
8 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Digit Nine 39 9 9 value 9 value 9 value  9 value, no decimal 
9 value, Batch/Lot 
follows 

Capital Letter A 41 A       0 value, kgs 0 value, 1 decimal 
0 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter B 42 B       1 value, kgs 1 value, 1 decimal 
1 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter C 43 C       2 value, kgs 2 value, 1 decimal 
2 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter D 44 D       3 value, kgs 3 value, 1 decimal 
3 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter E 45 E       4 value, kgs 4 value, 1 decimal 
4 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter F 46 F       5 value, kgs 5 value, 1 decimal 
5 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter G 47 G       6 value, kgs 6 value, 1 decimal 
6 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter H 48 H       7 value, kgs 7 value, 1 decimal 
7 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter I 49 I       8 value, kgs 8 value, 1 decimal 
8 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter J 4A J       9 value, kgs 9 value, 1 decimal 
9 value, Sequence 
follows 

Capital Letter K 4B K       0 value, lbs 0 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter L 4C L       1 value, lbs 1 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter M 4D M       2 value, lbs 2 value, 2 decimals   
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Capital Letter N 4E N       3 value, lbs 3 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter O 4F O       4 value, lbs 4 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter P 50 P       5 value, lbs 5 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter Q 51 Q       6 value, lbs 6 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter R 52 R       7 value, lbs 7 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter S 53 S       8 value, lbs 8 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter T 54 T       9 value, lbs 9 value, 2 decimals   

Capital Letter U 55 U         0 value, 3 decimals   

Capital Letter V 56 V         1 value, 3 decimals   

Capital Letter W 57 W         2 value, 3 decimals   

Capital Letter X 58 X         3 value, 3 decimals   

Capital Letter Y 59 Y         4 value, 3 decimals   

Capital Letter Z 5A Z         5 value, 3 decimals   

Small Letter a 61 a         6 value, 3 decimals   

Small Letter b 62 b         7 value, 3 decimals   

Small Letter c 63 c         8 value, 3 decimals   

Small Letter d 64 d         9 value, 3 decimals   

Small Letter e 65 e         0 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter f 66 f         1 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter g 67 g         2 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter h 68 h         3 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter i 69 i         4 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter j 6A j         5 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter k 6B k         6 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter l 6C l         7 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter m 6D m         8 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter n 6E n         9 value, 4 decimals   

Small Letter o 6F o         0 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter p 70 p         1 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter q 71 q         2 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter r 72 r         3 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter s 73 s         4 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter t 74 t         5 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter u 75 u         6 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter v 76 v         7 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter w 77 w         8 value, 5 decimals   

Small Letter x 78 x         9 value, 5 decimals   
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Figure 6.3-6 Range values of weight 

 
AI 

Range Values 
Position 4 Position 5 

 Hex 
Value URI Form Hex Value URI Form 

3100 41-4A A-J 30-39 0-9 
3101 41-4A A-J 41-4A A-J 
3102 41-4A A-J 4B-54 K-T 
3103 41-4A A-J 55-5A, 61-64 U-Z, a-d 
3104 41-4A A-J 65-6E e-n 
3105 41-4A A-J 6F-78 o-x 
3200 4B-54 K-T 30-39 0-9 
3201 4B-54 K-T 41-4A A-J 
3202 4B-54 K-T 4B-54 K-T 
3203 4B-54 K-T 55-5A, 61-64 U-Z, a-d 
3204 4B-54 K-T 65-6E e-n 
3205 4B-54 K-T 6F-78 o-x 

6.3.1 The first digit indication of Date, Net Weight, or Batch/Lot number  
The first digit of the string indicates if starting with a Date, Net Weight, or if the Batch/Lot follows. 

See Figure 6.3.1-1 for more information.   

 

Figure 6.3.1-1 The description and example of the first digit 

Element URI Form Hex value Example 

Date A-Z and a-z 41-5A and 61-7A  Axx (2021) 

Net Weight 0-9 30-39 5xxxxx… (5xxxx lbs. or kgs.) 

Or 

5xxx (5xxx lbs. or kgs), leading zeros 
is first 2 positions are removed from 
encoding 

Batch/Lot ‘ (Apostrophe) 27 ‘abcd1234 (Batch/Lot + Sequence)  

*Only for option 6 

6.3.2 The delimiter  
Since the length of Batch/Lot number and Sequence are variable, the Batch/Lot may be terminated by a 
delimiter.  This signals the end of the Batch/Lot and the start of the Sequence.  The delimiter is not 
considered part of either value.  It is not used if the Sequence is 4 characters long.  The Sequence is 
required to be a minimum of 4 characters.  The delimiter is explained in Figure 6.3.2-1. 

 

Figure 6.3.2-1 The description and example of the delimiter 

Element URI Form Hex value Example 

delimiter ! (Exclamation mark) 21  AtQABCD!12345* 
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For this reason, the delimiter is not allowed to be a part of the Batch/Lot character set.  For example, a 
Batch Lot of “ABC!DEF” is not permitted within this framework. 

6.3.3 The flag of this data mapping logic 
The flag is the means to indicate the use of the Attribute Data encoding logic.  Serialization values that 
do not have the proper flag shall not be considered to contain the attribute mapping logic outlined in 
this document.  The final character of the serialization value in the SGTIN-198 (which is also the final 
character of the Sequence) must be a special character for the mapping to be applied.   

The character may be any one of 20 possible values listed in Figure 6.3.3-1.  This ensures that the 
minimum possible Sequence permutations are greater than 11 million (for a 4-character Sequence).  
For example, with 82 possible values in the first 3 positions, and 20 possible values in the 4th position, 
the number of possible values is 82 * 82 * 82 * 20 = 11,027,360.  These possible special character 
values are !”%&’()*+,-./:;<>=?_.  For example, the Sequence could be “ABC!” or “123+”.  See Figure 
6.3.3-1 for more information. 

 

Figure 6.3.3-1 20 available character values for indicating use of attribute mapping logic. 

Name Hex Value Graphic 
Symbol 

Exclamation Mark 21 ! 

Quotation Mark 22 “ 

Percent Sign 25 % 

Ampersand 26 & 

Apostrophe 27  ‘ 

Left Parenthesis 28 ( 

Right Parenthesis 29 ) 

Asterisk 2A * 

Plus sign 2B + 

Comma 2C , 

Hyphen/ Minus 2D - 

Full Stop 2E . 

Solidus 2F / 

Colon 3A : 

Semicolon 3B ; 

Less-than Sign 3C < 

Equals Sign 3D = 

Greater-than Sign 3E > 

Question Mark 3F ? 

Low Line 5F _ 
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6.4 Examples of attribute encoding for the SGTIN-198 Serial Number 
To encode attribute data, select an option and construct its string in the Serial Number block of the 
SGTIN-198 encoding scheme.  See Figure 6.4-1 for an example. 

 

Figure 6.4-1 Example of encoding option 2 

Option 
Date Net Weight Batch/Lot Sequence 

Yes/No Number 
of Digits Yes/No Number of 

Digits Number of Digits Number of Digits 

2 Yes 3 Yes 6 5 5 

Example Ago 789NZ5 ABC12 a1B2* 

Description 

• July 20th, 2021 
(210720) 

• Packaging date  
• Without 

Batch/Lot 
following 

• 789.355 lbs.  
• This correlates to the 

Net Weight in 
pounds with three 
digits after the 
decimal point 

• With Batch/Lot 
following 

• 5 alphanumeric 
characters 

• 5 alphanumeric 
characters 

Serial Number  ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

 

 

Encode the GTIN and Serial Number into EPC syntaxes.  Figure 6.4-2 shows different syntaxes. 

 

Figure 6.4-2 Encode identifier and EPC syntaxes shown for option 2 example 

Representation Example 

Plain 90614141234564 ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

GS1 element string (01)90614141234564 (21)ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

EPC Pure Identity URI* urn:epc:id:sgtin:0614141.923456.ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

EPC Tag URI* urn:epc:tag:sgtin-198:2.0614141.923456.ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

RFID Tag EPC Memory Bank 
Contents (hexadecimal)* 

3654257BF785D030E7DEDDC399D69AC1850D8B243858C264A800 

Note: The GS1 Company Prefix is 7 digits long and Filter Value is 2-case (aka carton) 
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Figure 6.4-3 Example of encoding option 1 

Option 
Date Batch/Lot Sequence 

Yes/No Number of 
Digits Number of Digits  

1 Yes 3 10 4 

Example A6J ABCdefGHIJ 1B2* 

Description 
• July 20th, 2021 (210720) 
• AI (17) (Expiration Date)  
• AI (10) follows 

• 10 alphanumeric 
characters 

• No delimiter 
4 alphanumeric characters 

Serial Number agJABCdefGHIJ1B2* 

Representation Example 

Plain 10614141234568 A6JABCdefGHIJ1B2* 

GS1 element string (01)10614141234568(21)A6JABCdefGHIJ1B2* 

EPC Pure Identity URI* urn:epc:id:sgtin:0614141.123456.A6JABCdefGHIJ1B2* 

EPC Tag URI* urn:epc:tag:sgtin-198:2.0614141.123456.A6JABCdefGHIJ1B2* 

RFID Tag EPC Memory Bank 
Contents (hexadecimal)* 

3654257BF4789020B69506143C997347912653184C9500000000  
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7 EPC and GS1-128 Barcode Mapping 
A principle of GS1 standards is that data elements are defined in a data carrier neutral way so that their 
semantics are the same regardless of what data carrier is used to affix them to a physical object.  
Standards for each data carrier therefore define a carrier-specific representation of carrier-neutral data 
elements, allowing those data to be encoded in a manner compatible with the physical constraints of the 
carrier.  This section addresses alignment with the GS1-128 barcode, but the same principles will apply 
if other barcode data carriers are used.   

Barcode alignment rules: 

■ Only barcodes encoding AI (01) GTIN are relevant to this guideline. 

■ There is not a requirement to encode the same AIs in the barcode as encoded in the EPC (aside 
from the GTIN). 

■ If encoding the same AI in the barcode carrier as the EPC, the AI values shall match. 

■ The Serial Number AI (21) is the entire (up to) 20-character value encoded in the SGTIN-198. 

■ The Sequence corresponds to AI (90) “Internal” data title. 

 

Figure 7-1 SGTIN-198 and GS1-128 barcode conversion chart 

Data Element 
Attributes for SGTIN-198 

(Attribute Data Tag) 
AIs for GS1-128 barcode 

GTIN AI (01) GTIN AI (01) 

Date 

AI (21) Serial Number 

AI (11), AI (13), AI (15), AI (16), or AI (17) 

Net Weight  AI (310n) or AI (320n) 

Batch/Lot number AI (10)  

Sequence AI (90) 

 

7.1 Data content and elements of GS1-128 barcodes 
Specific information is encoded into GS1-128 barcodes using various AIs.  Figure 7.1-1 lists all elements 
with the number of digits each element is allowed for use in the GS1-128 barcode.   

When a predefined length GS1 key and attributes are encoded together, the GS1 key should appear 
before the attributes.  In most cases predefined length element strings should be followed by non-
predefined element strings. The order of predefined and non-predefined element strings should be at 
the discretion of the creator of the element strings.  The separator character appears in the decoded 
data string as either the Function 1 Symbol Character (FNC1) or control character <GS> (ASCII value 
29, (decimal), 1D (hexadecimal)).  A separator character should not be used at the end of the last 
element string encoded in GS1-128 barcode.  

 

 

Figure 7.1-1 Relevant data content options for the GS1-128 barcode 

Option 

GTIN Date Net Weight (lb./kg) Batch/Lot number Sequence 

Number of 
digits Yes/No 

Number of 
digits Yes/No 

Number of 
digits Yes/No 

Number of digits Number of digits 

AI Data AI Data AI Data AI Data *Fnc1   
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1 2 14 Yes 2 6 No 0 0 Yes 2 0-13 1 2 4-16 

2 2 14 Yes 2 6 Yes 4 6 Yes 2 0-7 1 2 4-10 

3 2 14 Yes 2 6 Yes 4 6 No 0 0 0 2 4-11 

4 2 14 No 0 0 Yes 4 6 Yes 2 0-10 1 2 4-13 

5 2 14 No 0 0 Yes 4 6 No 0 0 0 2 4-14 

6 2 14 No 0 0 No 0 0 Yes 2 0-15 1 2 4-18 

 

* The separator character appears in the decoded data string as the Function 1 Symbol Character 
(FNC1) 

 

7.2 Mapping encoded attributes in GS1-128 barcodes 
The following figures provide examples of the interoperability between Attribute Data tags and the GS1-
128 Barcode for options 1 and 2, as outlined in Figure 6.2-1.  Note that barcode character and length 
constraints will need to be factored when deciding which AIs to encode.  

  

Figure 7.2-1 The interoperability between EPC Attribute Data and GS1-128 barcode using Option 1  

Option 1 GTIN Date Batch/Lot number Sequence 

Value 10614141234568 210720 ABC12 1B3* 

Description 10614141234568 
• July 20th, 2021 
• Expiration date 

5 alphanumeric 
characters 

4 alphanumeric 
characters 

SGTIN-198/Attribute Data Tags 

Plain 10614141234568 A6JABC121B3* 

GS1 element string (01)10614141234568(21)A6JABC121B3* 

EPC Pure Identity URI* urn:epc:id:sgtin:0614141.123456.A6JABC121B3* 

EPC Tag URI* urn:epc:tag:sgtin-198:2.0614141.123456.A6JABC121B3* 

RFID Tag EPC Memory Bank 
Contents (hexadecimal)* 

3654257BF4789020B6950614362C98C266A80000000000000000 

                                GS1-128 barcode example with AI(90) excluded  

(01)10614141234568(17)210720(10)ABC12 

(X-dimension: 11.67 mil, height: 0.512”) 
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Figure 7.2-2 Data-flow diagram showing database, EPC/RFID, and GS1-128 barcode using option 1 

 
 

 

 

The following figure shows an example using option 2 that includes a 5-digit Sequence that has been 
added to the GS1-128 barcode. 

 

 

Figure 7.2-3 The interoperability between EPC Attribute Data and GS1-128 barcode using Option 2 

Option 2 GTIN Date Weight Batch/Lot number Sequence 

Value 90614141234564 Ago 789NZ5 ABC12 a1B2* 

Description 90614141234564 
• July 20th, 2021 
• Packaging date 

789.355 lbs. 5 alphanumeric 
characters 

5 alphanumeric 
characters 

SGTIN-198/Attribute Data Tags 

Plain 90614141234564 Ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

GS1 element string (01)90614141234564(21)Ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

EPC Pure Identity URI* urn:epc:id:sgtin:0614141.923456.Ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

EPC Tag URI* urn:epc:tag:sgtin-198:2.0614141.923456.Ago789NZ5ABC12!a1B2* 

RFID Tag EPC Memory Bank 
Contents (hexadecimal)* 

3654257BF785D020E7DEDDC399D69AC1850D8B243858C264A800 
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GS1-128 barcode example with AI(90) included 

(01)90614141234568(13)210720(3203)789355(10)ABC12(90)a1B2* 

(X-dimension: 11.67 mil, height: 0.512”) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2-4 Data-flow diagram showing database, EPC/RFID, and GS1-128 barcode using option 2 
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7.3 GS1-128 Barcode and EPC/RFID encoding processes 
The GS1-128 barcode is commonly used to identify cartons and pallets.  Such barcodes that encode AI 
(01) GTIN are eligible to align with the EPC/RFID Extended Attribute encoding detailed in this guideline.  
Including both the GS1-128 barcode and an EPC/RFID tag on a carton or pallet offers significant 
operational efficiencies.   

If encoding Attribute Data per this guideline, the recommendation is to encode the same data in the 
EPC/RFID tag that is encoded in the GS1-128 barcode (with exception that the Sequence value will also 
be added to the EPC/RFID tag to ensure a unique value).  The intent is to not change the GS1-128 
barcode values presently used by industry.  To avoid 
confusion, any additional data encoded in the EPC/RFID tag 
should only be included where trading partners specifically 
agree. 

Note that the same process step used to print and apply the 
GS1-128 barcode may be employed to encode and attach 
the EPC/RFID tag.  The upgraded printer (if supported), or 
similar printer and mechanism that encodes and applies the 
barcode label, may be configured to print GS1-128 barcode 
labels while also encoding RFID inlays embedded in the label 
stock.  This allows the same or similar quality control 
mechanisms to be leveraged to ensure proper tag encoding 
and application. 

Manufacturers/producers may opt to have RFID tags 
embedded by the corrugate supplier.  In this case, the AI 
(01) and AI (90) data may be encoded at point of corrugate creation (assuming dedicated cartons for 
specific GTINs) and printed on the corrugate as well.  Printing such values may be helpful for 
operational efficiencies.  The remaining AI values may be encoded by the Manufacturer/producer on the 
production line.  In this setting, a strategy for allowing EPC/RFID tags to be written would be used by 
the corrugate supplier, followed by (if concerns warrant) the manufacturer write protecting the 
EPC/RFID tag after encoding additional production data.  For additional information, see Section 8.1.  A 
technical overview of write protecting EPC/RFID tags may be found in this EPC write protection 
recommendation.  

 
  

Figure 7.3-1 

https://www.gs1us.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Download&EntryId=2112&language=en-US&PortalId=0&TabId=134
https://www.gs1us.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Download&EntryId=2112&language=en-US&PortalId=0&TabId=134
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8 Summary of Attribute Encoding/Decoding Logic 
 

The following provides a summary of important encoding/decoding principles.  
 

■ To help ensure that the logic captured in this document is only applied to data sets intended for attribute 
decoding, the following must be true: 

o The SGTIN-198 Identification Key must be used.  This allows a maximum of 20 encoded 
characters in the serialization block, which corresponds to AI (21). 

o The last character of the serialization value, which is also the last character of the Sequence (AI 
(90)) must be one of the listed special characters, per Section 6.3.3.  

o The encoding of the serialization block must be in conformance with the logical structure as 
outlined in Section 6.   
 

■ The encoding options are listed in Figure 6.2-1.  The encoding order of one of the options must be 
followed to conform with the logical structure.  Examples from each of the options are in Figure 8-1. 

 
■ Date encoding follows the 3-character mapping described in this document.   

o Based on its value range, the first character indicates that a Date is encoded, and the year value. 
o The second character indicates which Date AI is encoded, and the month value. 
o The third character describes what attribute follows, and the day value. 

 
■ Net Weight encoding is 4-6 characters based on if there are leading zeros. 

o Leading zeros in the first two characters are stripped 
o Based on its value range, the first encoded character indicates that Net Weight is encoded 
o Based on its value range, the character corresponding to the fourth position indicates position.  

For example (using Figure 6.3-5): 
 123456 kg, Batch/Lot follows is encoded as:   123E56 (“E” indicates 4th position) 
 01234.5 kg, Batch/Lot follows is encoded as:  12DE5    (“D” indicates 4th position) 
 0012.34 kg, Batch/Lot follows is encoded as:  1CN4      (“C” indicates 4th position) 
 000.123 kg, Batch/Lot follows is encoded as:  0BW3 (“B” indicates 4th position) 
 00.0012 kg, Batch/Lot follows is encoded as:  0Af2      (“A” indicates 4th position) 

 
■ The delimiter, which indicates when the Batch/Lot ends and the Sequence begins, shall not be included if 

the Sequence is four characters long.   
 

■ A delimiter is only used where the Sequence exceeds four characters and the encoding option signals 
inclusion of the Batch/Lot.  (For example, options 3 and 5 do not allow a delimiter because those options 
exclude Batch/Lot.) 

 
■ If the Batch/Lot and Sequence delimiter is used, it is not considered part of the Batch/Lot or the 

Sequence (AI (90)).  
 

■ The Batch/Lot is not populated if a four-digit Sequence begins in its logical starting position, or if the 
delimiter is in its first logical starting position. 

 
■ See Section 11 for a pseudocode example describing decoding logic. 
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Figure 8-1 AI (21) examples for various options 
Option AI (21) Serialization Value AI (11) AI (13) AI (15) AI (16)  AI (17) AI (10) AI (90) AI 

(310n) 
AI 
(320n) 

1 AtQABCDEFGH!123ABCd* 210827     ABCDEFGH 123ABCd*   
1 AtQABCDEFGHJKLMNABc* 210827     ABCDEFGHJKLMN ABc*   
1 AtQABc* 210827      ABc*   
1 AtQ!123ABCd* 210827      123ABCd*   
2 Atv0LW3ABCDEFGHIABc, 210827     ABCDEFGHI ABc,  000.123 
2 Atv0LW3ABCDEF!ABCde+ 210827     ABCDEF ABCde+  000.123 
3 Ahv0BWDABcde*  210827     ABcde* 000.123  
4 12NY5ABCDEFGHIJKABc!      ABCDEFGHIJK ABc!  012.345 
5 123EZGABc*       ABc* 123.456  
5 123EZG123ABCdefgxy!*       123ABCdefgxy!* 123.456  
6 ‘ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOABc*      ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO ABc*   

 
 
Note: Example date values are all August 27th, 2021 
 
 

8.1 Note regarding two-step encoding processes (adding additional data) 
 
As mentioned in Section 7.3, it is possible that some operational models will see value in a two-step 
encoding process.  In the first step, the corrugate has an EPC/RFID tag applied and encoded with the 
GTIN and Sequence.  At this point the corrugate may be inkjet printed with the same data (human 
readable and/or machine readable).  In this step, the serialization value would only contain the Sequence 
and not any other data.  At this point, the tag encoding does not conform to any of the options outlined in 
this document. 
 
In the second step of this process, the Extended Attribute data is added to the tag, resulting in a finished 
tag encoding that does conform to one of the options outlined in this document.  To accomplish this the 
Serial Number (AI 21) is reencoded. 
 

 Using the data expressed in Figure 7.2-1: 
 
■ Step 1 example: urn:epc:tag:sgtin-198:2.0614141.123456.1B3* 
■ Step 2 example: urn:epc:tag:sgtin-198:2.0614141.123456.A6JABC121B3* 
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9 Appendix A: GTIN Structure, Elements, and Use 

9.1 GTIN Structure 
GTINs can be 8, 12, 13, or 14 digits in length to accommodate different application and product 
constraints.  These GTIN structures are known as GTIN-8, GTIN-12, GTIN-13, and GTIN-14 
respectively.  However, GTIN in 14-digit format will be the main identifier of GTIN in this 
implementation guideline.   

 

Figure 10.1-1 Fill digits for GTIN-12 

 
 

Figure 10.1-2 Fill digit for GTIN-13 

 

9.1.1 The Indicator Digit 
The Indicator Digit identifies packaging level to define packaging hierarchy of a product with the same 
or different item reference. The field consists of a numeric value from 1 to 9 and is only used in GTIN-
14.   

9.1.2 GS1 Company Prefix 
GS1 Company Prefixes are assigned in varying lengths depending on the company’s needs, it is used for 
GTIN-13. Unlike a U.P.C. Company Prefix is used for GTIN-12.  Both GTIN-13 and GTIN-12 can be used 
as the base to create GTIN-14s when creating a GTIN hierarchy. GS1 Company Prefix and U.P.C 
Company Prefix are explained in “The GS1 identification system” Section of the GS1 General 
Specifications. 

9.1.3 Item Reference 
A number assigned by the user to identify a trade item. The Item Reference varies in length as a 
function of the GS1 Company Prefix length.  

9.1.4 Check Digit 
A one-digit number calculated from the preceding digits of the GTIN used to assure data integrity. GS1 
US provides a check digit calculator to automatically calculate Check Digits.  See Section “Check 
digit/character calculations” of the GS1 General Specifications for check digit formula. 

9.2 Assigning GTINs to Packaging Levels 
The GTIN-14 Data Structure is used for grouping of items. The Indicator Digit has a value of 1 to 8 and 
allows for the identification of eight packaging levels.  The 9 has a special application for Variable 
Measure GTIN-14 is needed for generating GS1-128 barcodes and SGTIN in EPC. The packaging level 
should be defined:  

https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
https://www.gs1us.org/tools/check-digit-calculator
https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
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■ Each: The lowest level of the item hierarchy intended or labelled for individual resale. Generally, this 
is the consumer unit sold at check out or online. This item would be assigned a GTIN-12 or GTIN-13 
(e.g., a jar of jam). 

■ Inner Pack: Intermediate package of multiples of the same trade item. Inner Pack can be the item 
that is purchased by the consumer or not. If it will be scanned by Point-of-Sale, the inner pack 
should be assigned a GTIN-12 or GTIN-13. Otherwise, GTIN-14 should be printed (e.g., four jars of 
jam for shipping/receiving only). 

■ Carton: A standard shipping unit was packaged a group of inner pack. All the items in a carton must 
have the same GTIN (e.g., a carton containing 8 jars of strawberry jam). 

■ Pallet: A shipping unit that contains cartons. It must contain one GTIN regardless of the number of 
items in the grouping. (e.g., a pallet containing 18 cartons of strawberry jam.)  

The Indicator Digit uniquely identifies different groupings of trade items relative to each other.  
Figure 9.2-1 is an example of changing Indicator Digit values 0, 1, 2, and 3 for Each, Inner Pack, 
Carton, and Pallet.   

 

Figure 9.2-1 GTIN-14 for Higher Levels of Packaging if homogenous items are grouped 

 
Uniqueness also can be achieved through the use of different item references or indicator digits at the 
higher levels of packaging if mixed items are grouped together into an inner pack, a carton, or a pallet.  
Figure 9.2-2 and 9.2-3 are examples.  see “Check digit/character calculations” Section of the GS1 
General Specifications for check digit formula. 

 

 

Figure 9.2-2 GTIN-12 for Higher Levels of Packaging if mixed items are grouped 

 
 

https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
https://www.gs1.org/standards/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications
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Figure 9.2-3 Combination of GTIN-12 and GTIN-14 if the mixed items are grouped 
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10 Appendix B: Character set  
The following Figure 10-1 specifies the characters that are permitted by the GS1 General Specifications 
for use in alphanumeric Serial Numbers.  For more information about Character Set for Alphanumeric 
Serial Numbers, please see the EPC Tag Data Standard.   

The columns are as follows:  

■ Ordering Value: This orders the characters in ascending hexadecimal order.  This may be used if a 
developer wishes to sequentially increment the Sequence over the course of encoding multiple tags.  
For example, the ordering value could be used to encode the first (alphanumeric) value as xx!y, 
then xx“y, and so on.   

■ Graphic symbol: The printed representation of the character as used in human-readable forms.  

■ Name: The common name for the character  

■ Hex Value: A hexadecimal numeral that gives the 7-bit binary value for the character as used in EPC 
binary encodings. This hexadecimal value is always equal to the ISO 646 (ASCII) code for the 
character.  

■ URI Form: The representation of the character within Pure Identity EPC URI and EPC Tag URI forms. 
This is either a single character whose ASCII code is equal to the value in the “hex value” column, 
or an escape triplet consisting of a percent character followed by two characters giving the 
hexadecimal value for the character. 

 Implementation Note: Ensure that all possible Batch/Lot characters generated by manufacturing 
systems are accounted for in Figure 10-1.  Also note that the delimiter Character (“!”) is not 
allowed to be in the Batch/Lot. 

 

Figure 10-1 Characters Permitted in Alphanumeric Serial Numbers 

Ordering 
Value 

Graphic 

Symbol 

Name Hex Value Ordering 
Value 

Graphic 

Symbol 

Name Hex 
Value 

01 ! Exclamation 
Mark 

21 42 M Capital 
Letter M 

4D 

02 “ Quotation 
Mark 

22 43 N Capital 
Letter N 

4E 

03 % Percent 
Sign 

25 44 O Capital 
Letter O 

4F 

04 & Ampersand 26 45 P Capital 
Letter P 

50 

05 ‘ Apostrophe 27 46 Q Capital 
Letter Q 

51  

06 ( Left 
Parenthesis 

28 47 R Capital 
Letter R 

52 

07 ) Right 
Parenthesis 

29 48 S Capital 
Letter S 

53 

08 * Asterisk 2A 49 T Capital 
Letter T 

54 

https://www.gs1.org/standards/epc-rfid/tds
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09 + Plus Sign 2B 50 U Capital 
Letter U 

55 

10 , Comma 2C 51 V Capital 
Letter V 

56 

11 - Hyphen/Min
us 

2D 52 W Capital 
Letter W 

57 

12 . Full Stop 2E 53 X Capital 
Letter X 

58 

13 / Solidus 2F 54 Y Capital 
Letter Y 

59 

14 0 Digital 0 30 55 Z Capital 
Letter Z 

5A 

15 1 Digital One 31 56 _ Low Line 5F 

16 2 Digital Two 32 57 a Small 
Letter a 

61 

17 3 Digital 
Three 

33 58 b Small 
Letter b 

62 

18 4 Digital Four 34 59 c Small 
Letter c 

63 

19 5 Digital Five 35 60 d Small 
Letter d 

64 

20 6 Digital Six 36 61 e Small 
Letter e 

65 

21 7 Digital 
Seven 

37 62 f Small 
Letter f 

66 

22 8 Digital Eight 38 63 g Small 
Letter g 

67 

23 9 Digital Nine 39 64 h Small 
Letter h 

68 

24 : Colon 3A 65 i Small 
Letter i 

69 

25 ; Semicolon 3B 66 j Small 
Letter j 

6A 

26 < Less-than 
Sign 

3C 67 k Small 
Letter k 

6B 

27 = Equals Sign 3D 68 l Small 
Letter l 

6C 

28 > Greater-
than Sign 

3E 69 m Small 
Letter m 

6D 

29 ? Question 
Mark 

3F 70 n Small 
Letter n 

6E 
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30 A Capital 
Letter A 

41 71 o Small 
Letter o 

6F 

31 B Capital 
Letter B 

42 72 p Small 
Letter p 

70 

32 C Capital 
Letter C 

43 73 q Small 
Letter q 

71 

33 D Capital 
Letter D 

44 74 r Small 
Letter r 

72 

34 E Capital 
Letter E 

45 75 s Small 
Letter s 

73 

35 F Capital 
Letter F 

46 76 t Small 
Letter t 

74 

36 G Capital 
Letter G 

47 77 u Small 
Letter u 

75 

37 H Capital 
Letter H 

48 78 v Small 
Letter v 

76 

38 I Capital 
Letter I 

49 79 w Small 
Letter w 

77 

39 J Capital 
Letter J 

4A 80 x Small 
Letter x 

78 

40 K Capital 
Letter K 

4B 81 y Small 
Letter y 

79 

41 L Capital 
Letter L 

4C 82 z Small 
Letter z 

7A 
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11 Appendix C: Pseudocode example 
The following pseudocode demonstrates the branching logic related to interpreting the various options 
outlined in Figure 6.2-1 

 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

[Pseudo_code] 

Indicator Values:        

//The indicator values are mutually exclusive values in the first position per table 6.3.1-1 

Year value = 1 character value range based on table 6.3-4   

//Allowed values are A-Z and a-z (hex value 41 to 7A)  

Weight value = 1 leading character value range based on table 6.3-5   

//Per Figure 6.4-4, values 0-9 (hex values 30-39) indicate Weight 

Batch/Lot_Indicator = 1 character value based on table 6.4.1-1  

//Per Figure 6.3.1-1, value ' (Apostrophe) (hex value 27) indicates only Batch/Lot and Sequence  

 

//Logic: 

Begin 

if position 1 is a Year value, then:      

//position 1 is the first (left-most) of up to 20 characters 

 position 1-3 is a Date       

//3-character Date value map is in table 6.3-4 

 if position 3 in value range A (indicates that Batch/Lot follows)       

//per table 6.3-4, range A values are zero to U, and Left Parenthesis (hex values 30-55 and 28) 

  position 4 to end is Batch/Lot + Sequence     

//this is Option 1. delimiter value or 4th position from end of string starts the Sequence 

                   else if position 3 in value range B (indicates that Net Weight follows)  

                   //per table 6.3-4, range B values are V to z, and Right Parenthesis (hex values 56 to 7A and 29) 

  Net weight value begins in position 4 

                                     //this indicates either option 2 or 3 are used 

  assess Net Weight length (4, 5, or 6 characters)     

                                                        //Figure 6.3-5 shows unique values for 4th position, as compared to first 3 characters  

                                                        If position 5 in value range C (position indicator) 

                                                        //value range C per Figure 6.3-5 corresponds to hex values 41 to 54 

                                                                          Position 4-7 is Net Weight (leading two zero values were stripped) 

                                                        Else If position 6 in value range C 

                                                                          Position 4-8 is Net Weight (leading zero value was stripped) 

                                                        Else If position 7 in value range C 

                                                                          Position 4-9 is Net Weight (no leading zeros) 

  if final position of Weight in value range D (indicates that Batch/Lot follows) 

                                     //indicates option 2. per Figure 6.3-5, range D is values 0-9 (hex values 30-39) 

   next position to end is Batch/Lot + Sequence  

                                                        //delimiter value or 4th position from end of string starts the Sequence 

  else if final position of  Weight in value range E (indicates that Sequence follows)   

                                                        //indicates option 3. per Figure 6.3-5, range E is values A-J (hex values 41-4A) 

   the next position to the end is the Sequence value 

else if position 1 is a Weight value then:         

//position 1 is the first (left-most) of up to 20 characters 

                  position 1 begins Weight      

                  assess Net Weight length (4, 5, or 6 characters)     

                  //Figure 6.3-5 shows unique values for 4th position, as compared to first 3 characters  

                    If position 2 in value range C (position indicator) 

                                     //value range C per Figure 6.3-5 corresponds to hex values 41 to 54 

                                                        Position 1-4 is Net Weight (leading two zero values were stripped) 
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49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

                                     Else If position 3 in value range C 

                                                        Position 1-5 is Net Weight (leading zero value was stripped) 

                                     Else If position 4 in value range C 

                                                        Position 1-6 is Net Weight (no leading zeros) 

 if final position of Net Weight in value range D (indicates that Batch/Lot follows) 

                  //indicates option 4. per Figure 6.3-5, range C is values 0-9 (hex values 30-39) 

  next position to end is Batch/Lot + Sequence  

                                     //delimiter value or 4th position from end of string starts the Sequence 

 else if final position of Net Weight in value range E (indicates that Sequence follows)   

                   //indicates option 3. per Figure 6.3-5, range E is values A-J (hex values 41-4A) 

  next position to end is Sequence 

 

else if position 1 is a Batch/Lot Indicator (') then:     

//Per Figure 6.3.1-1, value ' (Apostrophe) (hex value 27) indicates only Batch/Lot and Sequence  

 position 2 to end is Batch/Lot + Sequence       

//indicates option 6. delimiter value or 4th position from end of string starts the Sequence 

End 

[/Pseudo_code]     
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12 Appendix D: GS1-128 Barcode characteristics 
 

The GS1-128 barcode is made up as follows, reading from left to right:  

■ Left Quiet Zone.  

■ The double character start pattern: 

□ A start character (A, B, or C) 

□ The Function 1 Symbol Character (FNC1)  

■ Data (including the GS1 Application Identifier represented in character set A, B, or C) 

■ A symbol check character 

■ The stop character 

■ Right Quiet Zone 

 

Figure 13-1 General Format of a GS1-128 barcode (X-dimension: 19.5 mil, height: 1.25”) 
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Proprietary Statement  
This document contains proprietary information of GS1 US. Such proprietary information may not be changed for use with any other 
parties for any other purpose without the expressed written permission of GS1 US. 

Improvements 
Improvements and changes are periodically made to publications by GS1 US. All material is subject to change without notice. Please 
refer to GS1 US website for the most current publication available. 

Disclaimer 
Except as may be otherwise indicated in specific documents within this publication, you are authorized to view documents within this 
publication, subject to the following: 

1. You agree to retain all copyright and other proprietary notices on every copy you make. 

2. Some documents may contain other proprietary notices and copyright information relating to that document. You agree 
that GS1 US has not conferred by implication, estoppels, or otherwise any license or right under any patent, trademark, 
or copyright (except as expressly provided above) of GS1 US or of any third party. 

This publication is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied 
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. Any GS1 US publication may include technical 
inaccuracies or typographical errors. GS1 US assumes no responsibility for and disclaims all liability for any errors or omissions in this 
publication or in other documents which are referred to within or linked to this publication. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion 
of implied warranties, so the above exclusion may not apply to you. 

Several products and company names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective 
companies. GS1 US does not, by promulgating this document on behalf of the parties involved in the creation of this document, 
represent that any methods, products, and/or systems discussed or recommended in the document do not violate the intellectual 
property rights of any third party. GS1 US has not performed a search to determine what intellectual property may be infringed by an 
implementation of any strategies or suggestions included in this document. GS1 US hereby disclaims any liability for any party’s 
infringement of intellectual property rights that arise as a result of any implementation of strategies or suggestions included in this 
document. 

This publication may be distributed internationally and may contain references to GS1 US products, programs, and services that have 
not been announced in your country. These references do not imply that GS1 US intends to announce such products, programs, or 
services in your country. 

GS1 US shall not be liable for any consequential, special, indirect, incidental, liquidated, exemplary, or punitive damages of any kind or 
nature whatsoever, or any lost income or profits, under any theory of liability, arising out of the use of this publication or any content 
herein, even if advised of the possibility of such loss or damage or if such loss or damage could have been reasonably foreseen. 

GS1 US HEREBY DISCLAIMS, AND YOU HEREBY EXPRESSLY RELEASE GS1 US FROM, ANY AND ALL LIABILITY RELATING TO YOUR 
COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY STANDARDS AND LAWS, INCLUDING ALL RULES AND REGULATIONS PROMULGATED THEREUNDER. 
GS1 US MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND RELATING TO THE SUITABILITY OF THE GS1 STANDARDS AND THE SPECIFIC 
DOCUMENTS WITHIN THIS PUBLICATION TO COMPLY WITH ANY REGULATORY STANDARDS, LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS. ALL 
INFORMATION AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED “AS IS.” 

*GS1 US employees are not representatives or agents of the U.S. FDA, and the content of this publication has not been reviewed, 
approved, or authorized by the U.S. FDA. The following information contained herein is for informational purposes only as a convenience 
and is not legal advice or a substitute for legal counsel. GS1 US Inc. assumes no liability for the use or interpretation of the 
information contained herein. 

No Liability for Consequential Damage 
In no event shall GS1 US or anyone else involved in the creation, production, or delivery of the accompanying documentation be liable 
for any damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business 
information, or other loss) arising out of the use of or the results of use of or inability to use such documentation, even if GS1 US has 
been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

IAPMO 
In this publication, the letters “U.P.C.” are used solely as an abbreviation for the “Universal Product Code” which is a product 
identification system. They do not refer to the UPC, which is a federally registered certification mark of the International Association of 
Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) to certify compliance with a Uniform Plumbing Code as authorized by IAPMO. 

*If applicable 
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